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EXTREME PREEMPTION = LIFE-SAVING Protection SOLUTIONSThese simple, clear defenses -
against active shooters, rapists, kid predators, robbers, and additional villains - conserve lives!
Ignite your safety now! Self-reliance may be the key to your protection.
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 I like that fact that there are particular scenarios defined for each kind of potential danger. They
are comfortable doing bad what to others. The 1st time most people think about personal safety
is after something poor has already happened. Congrats! Schultz on: Severe Preemption: Ignite
Your Protection.Well organized and easy to read, packed with good safety information This is an
excellent reference book for defining a good sense approach for protecting yourself as well as
your family in a hostile world.Know your surroundings. Author covers from house invasion, to
mugging, to rape, to rattlesnakes. The best thing about this reserve is that it causes the reader to
take into account all of the potential hazards which could befall us, tips on how to identify them,
how to avoid them, and how to deal with them. If you see personal security as an exquisitely
ready dinner, Extreme Preemption may be the primary entree! This reserve provides a lot of
necessary, easy to understand meals for thought . One Big Plate of Safety I actually don't like
any part of violence, but you can find people who don't believe like I do. The truth is that there
are plenty of poor actors and dangerous circumstances out there in our world, but thankfully
there are plenty of things we are able to do to improve our chances of dealing with them. Great
Information! I highly recommend this reserve. Kick your basic safety up many amounts.Useful
information for everybody in your family.Eye-opening with common sense. Thus giving you
something tangible to greatly help wrap your mind around the "lessons".End up being safe. This
book should be in every household With thanks and appreciation for the outstanding job done
by the author, Peter E.The book is well-organized, well written, and incredibly informative. This
book should be in every household, and read by all members of the family. I found it very
informative and helpful if confronted with any unexpected circumstance. For those who have
browse this masterpiece, I'm sure will see themselves way ahead of the bad guys.
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